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Splitty film (low MD tear strength) 193
Streaks in MD 194
Streaks in TD 194
TD gauge variation 195
Uneven film or sheet width 197
Uneven gussets 198
Weak edge folds 198
Wrong color 199
Roll Defects Troubleshooting Guide 200
Baggy edges 200
Buckled rolls 200
Bumpy rolls (Tin Canning) 200
Folds, creases 201
Non uniform surface hardness 201
Ringed rolls (fuzzy edges) 201
Roll too hard 202
Roll too soft 202
Sag in film (soft in middle of roll) 202
Starred rolls or crushed cores 203
Tapered, convex or concave rolls 203
Telescoped rolls 204
Uneven roll width 204
Wrinkles in roll 205